
NEPRAVIDELNÁ SLOVESA (= Irregular verbs) 
 

INFINITIV 
MINULÝ TVAR 
(Past simple) 

PŘÍČESTÍ MINULÉ 
(Past participle) 

ČESKÝ PŘEKLAD 

1. to break     
2. to bring    
3. to build    
4. to buy    
5. to catch    
6. to cost    
7. to cut    
8. to fall     
9. to feel    
10. to fight    
11. to find    
12. to forget     
13. to get    
14. to have    
15. to hit    
16. to hurt    
17. to leave    
18. to lose    
19. to meet    
20. to put    
21. to read    
22. to say    
23. to send    
24. to set    
25. to sleep    
26. to spend    
27. to steal     
28. to take    
29. to teach    
30. to think    



 

 

  

NEPRAVIDELNÁ SLOVESA (= Irregular verbs) 
 

INFINITIV 
MINULÝ TVAR 
(Past simple) 

PŘÍČESTÍ MINULÉ 
(Past participle) 

ČESKÝ PŘEKLAD 

31. to bite    
32. to burn    
33. to drink    
34. to drive    
35. to eat    
36. to go    
37. to hear    
38. to choose    
39. to learn    
40. to ring    
41. to sing    
42. to sink    
43. to sit    
44. to speak    
45. to stand    
46. to swim    
47. to understand    
48. to wake    
49. to win    
50. to write    



NEPRAVIDELNÁ SLOVESA (= Irregular verbs) 
 

INFINITIV 
MINULÝ TVAR 
(Past simple) 

PŘÍČESTÍ MINULÉ 
(Past participle) 

ČESKÝ PŘEKLAD 

51. to be [bi:]    
52. to become [bɪ'kʌm]    
53. to begin [bɪgɪn]    
54. to come [kʌm]    
55. to dig [dɪg]    
56. to do [dʊ]    
57. to draw [drɔ:]    
58. to fly [flaɪ]    
59. to give [gɪv]    
60. to grow [grəʊ]    
61. to hide [haɪd]    
62. to hold [həʊld]    
63. to keep [ki:p ]    
64. to know [nəʊ]    
65. to lie [laɪ]    
66. to make [meɪk]    
67. to mean [mi:n]    
68. to pay  [peɪ]    
69. to ride [raɪd]    
70. to run [rʌn]    
71. to see [si:]    
72. to sell [sel]    
73. to smell [smel]    
74. to spell [spel]    
75. to stick [stɪk]    
76. to sweep [swiːp]    
77. to tear [tɛə]    
78. to tell [tel]    
79. to throw [θrəʊ]    
80. to wear [weə]    
    


